
GLASGOW –
UNITE FOR
A WORKERS’
ECONOMY

 Our economy isn’t working for anyone but the wealthiest people and 
biggest corporations. The very workers who kept our nation running 
throughout the pandemic face a cost of living crisis, while the 

 1% reap the rewards 
of our labour. 

 Politicians are failing 
workers and their families 
across Glasgow and 
beyond.

 Startling new data 
shows 13% of 
Glasgow residents 
– more than 82,000 
people – simply can’t 
pay their household 
bills this year.

 Over 24% – 152,000 
people – are 
experiencing moderate 
to severe levels of food 
poverty.

 The Glasgow seats 
polled account for 7 
of the top 20 worst hit 
constituencies for food 
poverty across the UK.
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 That’s why Unite is launching a campaign to put working people 
over profit and politics. We’re focusing our energy into building 
popular, working class power in order to fundamentally change the 
system that is rigged against us.

 
 Unite have begun to establish bases in Glasgow. We will help deliver 
practical change that people can touch and feel, following the 
failure of politicians to act. 

 We will push for higher wages, freedom from food & fuel 
poverty, investment in and protection for members of the NHS, 
and adequate pensions.

 We will hold corporations accountable to the people who deliver 
them their bottom line. 

 We will continue to agitate, organise and campaign, we will 
protest and strike, standing with workers rather than party leaders.

We must take action, we must build popular, working-class 
power. The ground is there for us to build on, and we’re just 
getting started.

Let’s Unite for a Workers’ Economy – 
follow the campaign on social media: 

Facebook 
Unite for a Workers’ Economy
(@Unite4WorkersEconomy) 

Twitter 
@UniteEconomy

Instagram
@unite4workerseconomy

Unite – Fighting for

JOBS . PAY . CONDITIONS

Scan QR code to 
Join our campaign


